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THE HOBOS
Born from empty pockets, an open mind and
permanently itchy feet in August 2013, Global Hobo
is the definitive hub for world-savvy dirtbags who
steer clear of the beaten path.
Our ethos is a collage of youth, frugality, liberation,
social commentary and cultural relativism. We
provide a space for writers to share original
perspectives on destinations, experiences and social
trends. We aim to open our readers’ minds to fresh
perspectives, show them new parts of the world
and, mostly, have a good laugh at ourselves and each
other.
We are our own market, and with our tongues wedged
firmly in our cheeks, spend our lives trotting the
globe and documenting every bit of it. We’re a friendly
bunch, always on the hunt for fresh new places and
faces, so who knows - we might even invite you to
join us some day.

OUR AUDIENCE
Global Hobo represents a generation of shoestring
travellers, primarily aged 18-35, who are well aware
that a life on the road is worth two in the home. Our
forever-wanderlusting audience has more passport
stamps than birthdays, can order a beer in five
different languages and will happily embark upon an
18-hour bus ride in order to save $10.
Our 20 000+ site visitors a month are incredibly
engaged, keeping on top of social media and the
world around them with high-end devices like smart
phones and tablets. In addition to all things travel,
they enjoy spending their disposable incomes on
anything they feel will enrich their lifestyles.
Our audience is concentrated in Australia, the UK,
the US, Canada and New Zealand, but the rest are
scattered across the globe. They also happen to be
educated, well-read, cultured and miles ahead of the
social curve. Oh and boy - do they know how to party.

WHAT WE DO
In addition to running a killer website, Global has
forayed into a number of fields. We’ve thrown wild
parties along the east coast of Australia , run
Melbourne’s biggest hostel bar crawls and organised
hiking trips to the crazy-beautiful Wilsons Prom in
Victoria.
Our biggest project, however, are our travel-writing
workshops. Several times a year, Global Hobo travels
to the hip Balinese provinces of Canggu and Ubud and
hosts groups of aspiring writers. For a month, they
are treated to get daily Indonesian language classes
and writing tutelage from staff who also work for
publications like VICE, Lonely Planet and Surfing Life.
Not only do they get the experience of a lifetime
and gain a cultural appreciation for Indonesia, but
journalism students who undertake the program are
generally eligible for university credit.

Additionally, in 2015, a team of hobos decided to
explore our own backyard–the sunburnt country of
Australia—by scabbing our way from the east coast
to the west. Every minute of this 6000-kilometre
journey was documented. Along the way, we
dumpster dived, collected hitchhikers, ate roadkill,
partied our faces off, slept on floors, scoped
warehouse art spaces and sought out fascinating
characters on the fringes of society. We interviewed
these cool cats about their lifestyle choices and we
presented our own.
The footage is amazing—from grandmas scrounging
around in rubbish bins to a drag-queen performance
on the Nullarbor that makes Priscilla Queen of the
Desert look vanilla. Our legendary videographer is in
the process transforming the rest of what we shot
into an epic miniseries destined for the web, and you
can view the trailers here.

ADVERTISING
We have limited advertising opportunities for
like-minded companies who wish to engage with our
global audience of travel bums.
With tens of thousands of unique visitors each week
from every corner of the Earth, not to mention a
cracking social media reach, we are confident we can
help facilitate the needs of your brand and help you
achieve measurable outcomes.
Previously, we have worked with companies like
Canon, Sony, Stoke Travel, as well as a range of
independent hostels, tour agencies and music
festival brands.
We’re open-minded and usually up for anything (derr),
so if you come up with a grand scheme or campaign,
swing an email to hello@globalhobo.com.au to
discuss ideas, rates and all that other money-making
biz.
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We get around.

